
About Xfilpak 

We always rub shoulders with our clients to ensure we offer packaging 
machines that box up everything simple, smart, and safe. Billions of raw 
foods, basic materials, processed foods, and various liquids are 
produced all around the world.  

At Xfilpak, we have designed a range of packaging machines to keep 
foods and drinks healthy, fresh, and  tasty. Our appliances can package 
everything from coffee beans to non-food things such as bolts. We offer 
weighing machines that can weigh different materials. For example, we 
place 1 kg of meat inside the device, and the machine automatically 
weighs 50 grams of the meat at a time and then takes it out in a packed 
form. Also, our company suggests devices that move them into their 
unique packages after weighing the various materials. 

Regarding other materials, XFILPAK offers proper packing machines to 
save the products inside. We operate the latest technologies in 
manufacturing machines that can weigh different items and prepare 
them to supply in the market.  

XFILPAK employs efficient processing and packaging technologies with 
vast products, from frozen foods and baby leaves to spices, meal kits, 
and powders.  

Packaging companies are always changing to serve diverse initiatives' 
applications and meet our own needs without compromising the 
capability of coming generations to meet their requirements, such as 
food, drink, medicines, agriculture, and automotive. We at XFILPAK are 
eager to be in the top ten packaging equipment manufacturing 
companies. We try to use our innovation, technology, proficiency, and 
vast product lines. 

 



XFILPAK designs innovative manufacturers that can grow the packaging 
industry. Our custom weighing- and packaging machines at XFILPAK 
perform as creative solutions for precise weighing and packaging needs. 
XFILPAK machines are primary deciders in the packaging industry, and 
our consumers can count on us forever. 

Vertical form fill seal(VFFS) packaging 

machines 

At XFILPAK, we invent and fabricate Vertical form fill seal (VFFS) 
packaging machines. These widely used machines are trendy in almost 
every industry. VFFS packing machines are very swift, and they give cost-
effective packaging solutions. 

Even if you own multiple packaging systems, the way of acting VFFS 
machines would be interesting for you.  

Our vertical bags have amazing markers such as being high-quality, 
giving shelf-ready bags, and simplicity. VFFS machines have a great 
capacity and are dedicated. So they can boost the possibility of your 
success. XFILPAK is a brilliant, expansive, and profound company in the 
packaging industry. For designing a VFFS packaging machine, we 
consider our clients' product understanding. We know how to set and 
conduct a vertical form fill seal to get the best outcome. 

VFFS are all-purpose packaging machines  

Vertical baggers are very crucial in manufacturing industries. In fact, 
they have developed retail packaging. They begin with large film rolls, 
assemble them into a bag form, place items in the bag, and stuff them 
vertically at up to 300 packs every minute. We supply honest answers 
that are fitting to your budget. Contact us for a free discussion to find 
the best solution that matches your needs. 



Easy just like rolling 

A single sheet of film material rolls around the rolling stock, known as 
the core—the film material range from polyethylene, cellophane 
laminates, foil laminates, and paper laminates. The film rolls are set on a 
spindle crowd at the bottom of the machine. First, automated action is 
to create the box from the film role. Next, the device and appliances 
guide the film towards the forming tube. Placing the film into forming 
tube shapes it into the proper bag form and packs the bases and vertical 
stitchings at both ends of the film.  

The forming tube has the structure that integrates the package's width. 
The machine itself will manage the length of the boxes. Package width 
can smoothly vary with the help of an operator switch to a fresh forming 
tube. Vertical packaging systems are generally utilized to box up foods 
and a vast range of other products. as the product has been plunged 
into the package, the device will seal its top, and the box is 
accomplished and cut out. The top stamp of the first bag becomes the 
bottom of the next pack, and the cycle goes on as all the bags repeat the 
same procedure. The machine can add a date/batch code based on the 
intended use you take, an opening notch to make an opening effortless, 
or a hole punch is hanging on a wall display. The bags are then compiled 
and systematized in cardboard boxes for formation to shops and 
retailers or end customers right away. 

There is no doubt; Just pick Xfilpak machines 

For choosing VFFS from Xfilpak, you have excellent reasons. Our VFFS 
packaging machines have two servo motors, which is more promising. 
Also, It has some qualities that make keeping the engine effortless. Since 
the electrical box and the machine's internals are smoothly obtainable, 
keeping the machine at its prime and repairing the device is easy. 
Furthermore, the PLC handles the temperature that provides more 
precise temperature control. 



Our VFFS is a precision machine that performs utilizing two servo 
motors, which generally delivers more exactness. One of them is used 
for the horizontal sealing of the bag, and the other one is employed for 
pulling down the pack. 

Ten inches quality Omron human machine interface and PLC bring more 
peace of mind. Xfilpak supplies VFFS machines that count as optimized 
solutions for manufacturers in diverse initiatives. You can operate them 
in bakery, confectionery, frozen food, fruit and vegetable, pet food, 
powder, spices, and snack food. 

An excellent alternative for VFFS machines 

The tubular film material is PE (polyethylene) tubular, also known as 
Tube Bagger Machine. When the top and bottom of the bag are cut and 
blocked, it will make a bag. 

The best benefit is that it does not need any former for different bag 
sizes. For receiving a vast range of packages, you must Just change the 
film roll. VFFS is not suitable for the operator to do daily routines like 
film changing or one-time adjustments. But the Mini Tube Bagger would 
facilitate their function and make it uncomplicated running. 

Horizontal Form Fill Seal machines(HFFS) 

XFILPAK offers Canada the broadest coverage of Horizontal Form Fill and 
Seal devices. Our appliances have the capacity to cover every application 
and are classified to be adjusted to our client's requirements. We 
suggest a vast collection of machines from conventional mechanical 
devices to complete innovative strings supplying in the market. The 
creation patterns align with the modular structure, consisting of 
separated modules.  



We offer horizontal form fill seal machines in several arrangements 
based on the product to be boxed up. We always provide our customers 
with the devices that enhance their business success. 

Horizontal Form Fill Seal machines are packaging machines in which the 
stuffing and sealing of packages happen simultaneously on the same 
appliance. The filling process ensues via the open-top piece of the bag. 
The XHP is one of the versions of the HFFS Pouch machine. These 
fantastic devices have unique shapes to build up to 45 stand-up pouches 
every minute for the max volume of 350 ml and up to 90 pouches per minute for 300ml. 

The bag size and the volume can obviously influence the speed of the processes. 

We supply different versions 

The XHP90 is another special offer packaging machine belonging to 
Xfilpak that has excellent capacity for a Hanging hole, Zipper, and Spout 
in line with your requirements to deliver min 40 to the max of 100 
stand-up pouches per minute. The volume and the bag size vary the 
speed of the functions. 

You have great additional alternatives to picking your proper HFFS 
packaging machine based on your conditions. Xfilpak presents other 
fantastic versions such as XHP100, XHS, and XHS60. 

Premade Pouch 

Xfilpak is one of the pacemakers in bagging industrialization for premade 
pouches. We suggest perfect premade pouch packaging machines that 
are fully automatic and devised to unplug, fill and pack various bag sizes 
and pillow or stand-up pouches. We have diverse samples of premade 
pouch bag appliances invented to serve your multiple needs. 

 



Premade bag horizontal packaging machine fits the ready-made pouches 
filling drinks, powders, granules, nuts, and spices. Premade pouch fill-
seal machines are fully automatic for packaging products such as food 
and liquid, medicine, and cosmetic industries.  

Do not think about it; just box it up 

The most notable benefit of premade bags lies in the unlimited variety 
and intricacy of possible forms, meeting the high consumer needs for 
modern package design. 

Premade pouch packing is different from the VFFS machine. Instead, 
they are supplied fully assembled into our Rotary Premade Pouch 
Machine. Add recloseable or easy-pour choices for the utmost in 
modern comfort. These packaging machines give you a delightful 
experience.  

Premade pouch bag styles have undergone exponential expansion, and 
Their shelf appeal is very efficient and sensible. Premade pouch 
machines have become more widespread, given consumers' constant 
emphasis on singly packaged servings. Our Premade Pouch Filling 
Machine, designed in a rotary configuration, allows for the easy and 
efficient filling of premade pouches.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


